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Presentation studio 2020-2021: Final Review / Studio Buenos Aires High Density Tiro Federal UNLOCKED II – (20-21) Buenos Aires High Density 

(blog-archkuleuven.be) 

Summary studio 2018-2019: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v-MO5YDczhzH9oI01j_p458rT5TlEHcj/view?usp=sharing 
Sample project focusing on rethinking the business area in connection with a larger buffer zone city-water: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kgjnfyuiw5CVuUBfdcJ4l7ogHHbEOKa2/view?usp=sharing 
(Exhibited at We are the next generation 2020: Anneleen Brandt & Sébastien Ronchetti - Projecten - We Are The Next Generation expositie 
Sample project focusing on the business area as a tool to reconnect conflictive slum areas around: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19mv7ewZeAiOHNOIgPWAhgdsJjIGqttvh/view?usp=sharing 

The current design studio is intended to kick off a new series called “Destino 

Latinoamérica” (in English: Destination Latin America) where several cases of Hyper-

transformations in Latin America will be addressed (namely, Buenos Aires, Costa Rica and 

Perú, in collaboration with local experts and strategic partners). “Hyper-transformations” is a 

overreaching theme within the “Engagement: Urban Cultures” that is currently under 

development in cases in China (led by Prof. Martine de Maeseneer), Pakistan (led by Prof. 

Asiya Sadiq) and Cambodia (led by Prof. Caroline Newtown and Dr. Cecilia Chiappini). The 

current design studio is also the 3rd time Buenos Aires is tacked, in the frame of the series 
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mailto:jeroen.nys@kuleuven.be
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“UNLOCKED III: Infrastructures and Collectivities as Tools to Think and Design the City” 

started by Cecilia Chiappini in 2018 (prior to this, since 2015, she addressed areas in Brussels 

and Barcelona; testing the methodological and conceptual approach developed during her 

PhD).1 

“Buenos Aires, Argentina: the Port and the City” focuses on the value of infrastructures 

as tools to design the city.2 Infrastructure are understood as articulations of urban processes 

at different levels: on the one hand, material and physical; and on the other, immaterial and 

socially-embedded, all with strong symbolic connotations. They tend to generate outputs, 

embracing qualities and fluctuant manifestations in space, giving room to unexpected 

processes and emerging appropriations. The aim is to explore those outputs in constant 

transformation and to use them to feed design (for example, to trigger the development of 

alternative urban models that question the dialects between technical and a social-

assemblages under specific circumstances). 

This semester will focus specifically on the port and the city; in other words on port as 

city infrastructure and on city as port infrastructure. Starting by the port, we will look at the 

interfaces and mobility infrastructure, aiming to understand the relations of fluxes and spaces 

that they generate vis-à-vis the city. The location is the port of Buenos Aires, where three 

 
1 Defended in April 2021, see abstract: http://www.collectivespaces-kuleuven.be/?p=248  
2 In line with the specific competences to acquire in this semester, as defined by KU Leuven: 
- 1A1 The student has insight in different aspects of the architectural process such as context analysis, conceptualization, problem 
awareness and engagement, ethics and personal imagination. 
- 5A1 The student is able to develop a relevant design project out of various spatial scale levels and the dimension of time. 
- 3A1 The student is able to develop a critical argumentation on the position of his/her design project within the international architectural 
debate. 
- 4A1 The student is able to act methodologically throughout the designing process in an independent manner. 
- 5A3 The student is able to develop a relevant design project out of a conceptual-programmatic logic. 
- 7,1 The student is able to develop alternatives from a multidisciplinary and intercultural perspective. 
- 4A2 The student is able to act methodologically throughout the designing process in a creative manner. 
- 4A3 The student is able to establish his/her own research or project strategy. 
- 5A4 The student is able to develop an innovative design project. 
- 7,2 The student is able to expand his/her knowledge continuously and creatively. 
- 2C1 The student is able to develop a complex cultural-theoretical analysis. 
- 5C1 The student is able to develop a relevant design, based on an complex cultural / societal context analysis. 
- 2C2 The student is able to gather and compare cultural-theoretical information from a wide range of international sources, focusing on 
their practical application.  for practical applicability, from a wide range of international sources. 
- 3C1 The student is able to critically frame and place a complex architectural design. 
- 6C1 The student is able to explicitate a contemporary point of view out of a cultural-historical rhetoric within the discipline. 
- 7,3 The student is able to think and act interculturally. 
- 3C2 The student is able to reflect on contemporary and innovative architectural-theoretical perspectives. 
- 4C1 The student is able to assess the methodological limits of a design strategy. 
- 4B1 The student is able to develop a constructional design strategy for a complex case. 
- 4B2 The student is able to develop a relevant design, taking into account quality of comfort and sustainability. 
- 1B1 The student has advanced insight in fundamental structural differentiations. 
- 4B3 The student is able to develop a relevant design, taking into account fire safety, acoustics and other factors in constructional physics. 
- 2B1 The student is able to think in a problem-solving manner, related to building technology. 
Contribution to the generic competences: 
The student is able to assimilate and integrate in critical way information through research and study in a way to act in a methodological, 
explorative and creative way in his architectural design in the UAD design studio. The student can interpret his personal frame of 
references in relation to architecture through the specific field of UAD (urban architectural design) and specifically in the field of cities in 
transition. He is able to describe, to evaluate and to apply key concepts on this field. The program focuses on designing architecture in a 
new urban context, taking into account the changing societal and spatial context, as well as the specific characteristics and regional and 
cultural identities of the European urbanity. The transformation and refocusing of the economic activity due to globalization, knowledge 
economy, aging society, growth of the non-active population, tourism, the multicultural society... forces us to develop new working 
methods for the built environment. Students will be trained to cope with, plan and design architecture based on their understanding of the 
urban culture in those new conditions. The program emphasizes the specific combination of design and research, by exploring the impact 
of the complex urban processes on architectural design. Design is seen as a creative way to explore and look into those new societal 
challenges. 
 

http://www.collectivespaces-kuleuven.be/?p=248


different areas can be recognized: The Dársena Norte (or North Dock, new port area facing 

the national airport and first city expansions along the La Plata River Delta); Puerto Madero 

(the old port area that is redeveloped into housing and leisure in the ‘90s, facing the city centre) 

and Dársena Sur (the South area towards La Boca Neighborhood and the territorial connection 

to La Plata City).  

This all will be put in relation to the inner-city transformations of Buenos Aires along its 

North-East coast-front (along La Plata River), anchored by Paseo del Bajo (new mobility 

infrastructural corridor). From there, the different areas will be explored further, particularly 

looking at the edges of the port’s areas themselves, in the peculiar interactions with the specific 

urban conditions at each stretch of the corridor.  

At one of these stretches, for example, one can find Catalinas Norte II, currently under 

development. The critical component of this case is the fact that the availability of the land for 

urban uses (formerly affected to transit, industrial and harbor-related uses) is “unlocked” by 

an operation at infrastructural level: the rearrangement of the road-corridor linking South and 

North of the city. This is fostered by the State, but transferred to the private sector, while it 

touches tangentially the most consolidated and sensitive areas of the city. Here, one could 

think of the redesign of the site itself, or the rearrangement of their interactions port-city-nature 

in larger; to mention some possibilities to combine an strategic urban scale, with a specific 

architecture challenge.3 

Like this, students will discover through research and positioning that more areas for 

design strategies and intervention can become available. 

This is an intensive research-design studio, where students will discuss conceptual 

issues, develop and test explorative tools to address the issues at stake, especially looking at 

“expectations, materialisations, and appropriations” of infrastructures and their role in 

triggering spatial urban processes. The approach based on the conceptual and methodological 

framework developed by Cecilia Chiappini during her PhD-research, and inspired by a 

“learning from…” approach.4  

In practical terms, the students will do research during approximately one-third of the 
semester (starting by drafting a position at Stage 1 and jumping into research in Stage 2), and 
will focus on design for about two-thirds of the time. First, starting by a vision and position 
(State 3.1) and then reaching the design explorations (Stage 3.2).5 This will be both individual 
and in groups, according to personal preferences. In the end, they will produce an 
architectural-urban design-case proposal based on their enquiries on a specific location. This 
will have the scale of the urban design (scale 1:5.000 or more) AND the scale of the 
architectural proposal (scale 1:200 or less). 

The modality of the design studio is presential, with some remote lectures from local 
experts, and NO field trip. 

The main objective is to generate a complex urban design and architecture device, and 
strategic plan, that particularly look at (inter)cultural dimension of urban fabrics. The extra 

 
3 See previous work produced in maib34 2018-2019. 
4 Inspired by Learning from Las Vegas and Made in Tokyo. References are provided in the Annex. 
5 More details are provided in the Annex. 



skills to develop along the way are the capacity to deal with foreign, remote and highly 
complex contexts; and to put in place a coherent research and design narrative and process. 
Most importantly, each student is to define and prove a critical point of view, translated into 
design, understood in broad sense. 

 

Parallelly to the assignment on Buenos Aires, other cases in Latin America will be 
introduced. We will start by a one-day workshop on Barrio México, San José, Costa Rica (Week 
7: 16/11/2021). 

Barrio México is a neighbourhood which is situated next to the city centre of San José. 
This neighbourhood has been isolated from the city centre due to the geographical location 
and a connecting road passing by. This area is also known for its heritage, which consists 
mainly out of art-deco buildings and wooden houses. Due to its isolation this heritage has still 
been saved from the demolition caused by the growing urban pressure. This Isolation has at 
one hand the advantage of being a calm neighbourhood to live in, at the other hand this 
neighbourhood is more vulnerable to upcoming criminality and a social decline. The workshop 
will address the case in a fast-track research and design assignment in hands of Jeroen Nys. 

Other collaborations include the remote lecture from Argentina of Prof. Julio Arroyo 
(FADU, UNL, Santa Fe) on processes and tensions in Buenos Aires. Then, Prof. Beatriz Toscano 
(University of Applied Sciences Düsseldorf) will visit us in person to discuss the link between 
design and conflicts in contemporary cities, from a social sciences perspective. Finally, Prof. 
Guillermo Pressiani (Universidad de Piura) will give a remote lecture on the transformations 
in the urban-rural areas of the Andes in Perú.  

The main idea is that these cases open up the interest and awareness on Latin America 
processes and that will serve as a starting point for further research and design in the future.  

 

–

 Date Activity Deliverables Remark 

Week 0 

23/09/2021 
Assembly and introductions at 
the Faculty, Campus Ghent 

N/A Presential in Campus 
Ghent, details to be 
provided by the faculty. 

28/09/2021 Q&A 
N/A Presential in Campus 

Brussels. 

Week 1 5/10/2021 
Launch Design 
Studio/introduction to 
partners/Warm-up exercise  

Output of individual and group 
exercise to be explained at the 
beginning of the day.  

Presential. Bring 
drawing/modelling material 
and get ready to jump into 
action. 

Week 2 12/10/2021 

Design Studio work/ Desk 
Critics  
+ Hybrid seminar:  “Urban-
Rural Conditions in the 
Continental Corridors of Latin 
America: Cases in Andes and 
Amazonas.” 

Weekly production. 
Presential - hybrid. 
Connection with Guillermo 
Pressiani (Universidad de 
Piura, Perú) and Santiago 
del Hierro (ETH Zurich). 

Week 3 19/10/2021 

Design Studio work/ Desk 
Critics  
+ Input Lecture (Video 
Conference):  
“Continental Traces, Everyday 
Cities and World Processes: 

Weekly production. 

Connection with Prof. Julio 
Arroyo (UNL, Argentina).* 
 



Transnational Corridors, and 
the Relationships to 
Contemporary Urban 
Processes in South America.” 

Week 4 26/10/2021 
Design Studio work/ Desk 
Critics 

Weekly production. Note: Cecilia is on campus/ 
Jeroen is in Costa Rica. 

Week 5 02/11/2021 

Internal Review Stages 1 and 
2.  
+ Input lecture  
“Fortress City: Defensive 
Architecture and the 
Epistemologies of Public 
Space” 

Internal Review with External 
Partner. Stage 1. Position and 
Stage 2. Research. 
INDIVIDUAL: Draft Position paper 
and research booklet 

Presential. 
Visit of Prof. Beatriz 
Toscano (University of 
Applied Sciences 
Düsseldorf). 
Note: Cecilia is on 
campus/Jeroen is in Costa 
Rica. 

Week 6 09/11/2021 
Design Studio work/ Desk 
Critics. 

Weekly production. 
Presential. 

Week 7 16/11/2021 
Special workshop: Barrio 
Mexico in San José, Costa Rica 

This workshop is organized by 
Jeroen Nys and he will give more 
information on the deliverables. 

WORKSHOP WEEK 

Week 8 23/11/2021 
Mid-term review Stage 2. and 
Stage 3.1. 

Stage 2. Research and Stage 3. 
Design Explorations, 1. 
Scenario/Vison/Design Position-
INDIVIDUAL AND 4 STUDENTS 
GROUP: Position paper, research 
booklet and visualization 
Scenario/Visio/Design Position 

Presential. 

Week 9 30/11/2021 
Design Studio work/ Remote 
Desk Critics 

Weekly production. Presential 
Note: Cecilia comes in at 
noon. 

Week 10 07/12/2021 
Intermediate Review Stage 
3.2. 

Internal Review Stage 3.2 Design 
Investigations- INDIVIDUAL AND 
2 STUDENTS GROUP: 
Draft design representation 
material and design booklet 

Presential. 

Week 11 14/12/2021 
Design Studio work/ Desk 
Critics 

Weekly production. Presential. 
Note: Jeroen is on 
campus/Cecilia is in 
Argentina. 

Week 12 21/12/2021 
Internal Final Review  
All Stages 

Internal Final Review 
All stages-INDIVIDUAL AND 2 
STUDENTS GROUP: Draft Design 
representation material and 
booklet. 

Presential. 
Note: Jeroen is on 
campus/Cecilia is in 
Argentina. 

Week 13 21/12/2021 No Design Studio 
N/A 

CHRISTMAS BREAK 

Week 14 04/1/2022 
Final Evaluation. Extended 
Review with external juries All 
Stages 

Final Evaluation. Extended 
Review with external juries. All 
Stages. INDIVIDUAL AND 2 
STUDENTS GROUP: Position 
paper and research 
booklet/Design representation 
material and design booklet 

Presential-Hybrid. 
Note: Jeroen is on 
campus/Cecilia is in 
Argentina. 

1. Google Earth Pro, Consulted on 01/09/2021. 

See annex for more graphic material.
 



 
Figure 1. Zoom in in city centre. Encounter of Puerto Madero and Dársena Norte. 

Cecilia Chiappini and Jeroen Nys, Brussels, 1st Sept 2021.

 


